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CHA mm DEMONSTnA
is for sale at a price far below its actual worth. It has traveled about 600
miles, and has not a scratch on it. Fully equipped with mohair top, glass
front, gas lamps, Presto-lite-tan- k, three oil lamps, full kit of tools. Here
is a chance for you to get one of the best cars made at a rare bargain.

Call on usfor demonstration

Necessities For

Hay Making

You Will Find

Here in

Abundance

We Are Daily

Adding to Our

Line of

Automobile

Accessories
This Sign on the

Radiator
Is Your Guarantee of

Quality

NOTE THE CONSTRUCTION

of our MANDS WAGONS
And See What You Get For Your Money

On this rear gear, note particularly
the heavy ironing. Note, too, there are
no bolts going through the rear axle to
weaken it. All fastened by clips. See
the heavy gear brake. Large roller.
Heavy brake beam.

Here's the part that you don't
generally see when buying a
wagon. It shows the heavy re
inforcement on the tinder part
of the gear.
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Note the length of bell on the
steel skein and heavy ironing
throughout. Every pair

'HEN all our goods are here,
we will have the most com
plete stock of Automobile

Accessories to be found in the
county.

It is our aim to keep our stock
so complete that you can procure
of us anything you may need or
want without the delay of sending
for it.

We take particular pride in this
department, and hope to make it a
drawing card. With an extensive
variety, and Portland prices on all
goods, we should merit your pat-

ronage.

We handle Polar inc Oil for
your engines. The popularity of
this oil is something phenomenal.
In one week, we have sold 250
gallons.

To Iarinc is the new name for
Z,erolinc. On account of some
eastern company manufacturing
under the name Zerolene, the
Standard Oil Co. advise us they
have changed the name of their
brand to Votarinc. The qual-

ity, however, remains the same.
This is the oil you see advertised
extensively in all the late maga-

zines and periodicals.

For your transmission, we have
the ever and justly popular

Havoline Light

TransmissionOil
A non-flui- d oil which lubricates
and at the same time cushions and
quiets the gears.

Tell us what you want to use the
oil for, and we will see that you
get the right kind.
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'C CORHICK MOWERS vou
will find are the cheapest in
the long run. After years

and years of service, you will still
have a good machine, or one that
will command a better second hand
price than any other you might
purchase. More economical to
you, because you can always get
repairs of us for McCormick
Mowers. We aim to handle only
one line of Mowing Machinery, and
then keep on hand ei)ery repair
that might possibly be needed.
This is true also of our line of

Mccormick rakes
Our Rakes are constructed so as to
get all the hay in the least possi-

ble time. They are self -- dumping,
light, but very strong in construc-
tion. Can be used with either one
or two horses, with but a few mo-

ments lost in making change from
pole to thills.

After the hay is cut comes the
hard work of taking care of it.
Without proper fixtures much time
is lost. We have all the fixtures
for stacking, either in the field or
in the barn.

We have carriers for either wood
track or steel track or cable track.
Rafter brackets and track eyes for
fastening track in barn. Floor
hooks in abundance. Wood sheve
.pulleys or steel pulleys, or snatch
block pulleys -- in fact anything you
may want to facilitate your work.

If you want to equip your barn
with a complete outfit, telephone
us and we will be delighted to
quote you prices on a complete
outfit. You can save time and
money with but a surprisingly
small investment. Let us quote
you now.
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See how the single-tree- s

are ironed the full
length in back. Double-tree- s

have special clip
for fastening to pole
not simply a hole bored
through the wood.

See how heavy the bolster
plate is made. How the bolster
stakes are substantially ironed.
It takes years and years and
years to wear out a Mandt
Wagon.

A long 52 inch Neckyoke
goes with every wagon. They
show strength and durability.

Note the Pole with the safety hitch, and long steel
strip underneath for reinforcement.
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